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ABSTRACT 24 

We present a new semi-analytical flow and transport model for the simulation of 3-D 25 

steady-state flow and particle movement between groundwater, a surface water body and a radial 26 

collector well in geometrically complex unconfined aquifers. This precise and grid-free Series 27 

Solution-Analytic Element Method (AEM) approach handles the irregular configurations of 28 

radial wells more efficiently than grid-based methods. This method is then used to explore how 29 

pumping well location and river shape interact and together influence (1) Transit Time 30 

Distribution (TTD) of captured water in a radial collector well and TTD of groundwater 31 

discharged into the river and (2) the percentage of well waters captured from different sources. 32 

Results show that river shape plays a significant role in controlling the aforementioned metrics 33 

and that increasing the pumping rate has different consequences in different situations. This 34 

approach can also be useful in the design of water remediation and groundwater protection 35 

systems (e.g., River Bank Filtration and Well Head Protection Area). 36 

Keywords 37 

Series Solution-Analytic Element Method, Groundwater-surface water interaction,  Radial 38 

collector well,   River Bank Filtration, Transit Time Distribution, Well Head Protection Area 39 

INTRODUCTION 40 

Large quantities of groundwater and induced surface water may be withdrawn by 41 

pumping wells. While vertical wells are most common, radial collector wells are sometimes used 42 

both for water withdrawal and for remediation of contaminated groundwater systems (e.g., 43 

Bakker et al. 2005; Yeh and Chang 2013). The radial collector well is typically composed of a 44 

group of horizontal wells which radially extend from a caisson. Modeling of the interaction 45 
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between groundwater, surface water and radial collector wells can provide useful insights into 46 

the physics of this complex interaction. 47 

Grid-based numerical models have been widely used to investigate transient flow and 48 

advective particle movement between regional groundwater, surface water and wells using finite 49 

element (Ameli and Abedini 2015) and finite difference methods (Haitjema et al. 2010; Rushton 50 

and Brassington 2013). However, flow to a radial collector well is usually a multi-scale problem 51 

that is challenging if grid-based numerical methods are used. To ensure a proper representation 52 

of each radial arm with an arbitrary orientation and a small diameter, these models require a high 53 

grid resolution, which may lead to computational inefficiency. For example, to properly obtain 54 

the drawdown-discharge relationship of a single horizontal well in a small homogeneous aquifer 55 

with a regular geometry (a domain of 150m x 480m x 24m), Haitjema et al. (2010) used a 56 

MODFLOW model of 1,846,314 cells. The implementation of the boundary condition along the 57 

well screen is also challenging in standard numerical models (Bakker et al. 2005). Flow toward 58 

radial arms cannot be explicitly incorporated and is approximated using head dependent 59 

boundary cells (Patel et al. 2010) or the drain package (Kelson 2012) accompanied by an entry 60 

resistance (conductance factor) in MODFLOW. Additionally, to simulate particle transport, use 61 

of a non-uniform Random Walk Particle Tracking (RWPT) scheme or Advection-Dispersion-62 

Reaction (ADR) equation within grid-based flow simulators can be computationally expensive, 63 

and can be subject to numerical dispersion and artificial oscillations in the vicinity of each radial 64 

arm (Starn et al. 2012; Zhan and Sun 2007).  65 

Grid-free analytical methods are also used for the simulation of pumping impacts in 66 

geometrically simplified groundwater systems (e.g., Chang and Yeh 2007; Luther and Haitjema 67 

2000). For example, Analytic Element Method (AEM) is an efficient analytical scheme to 68 
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emulate the 3D impacts of arbitrarily oriented pumping wells. The basic idea behind AEM is the 69 

representation of pumping wells by analytic elements (e.g., point sink, line sink), where each 70 

element has an analytic solution which satisfies exactly the groundwater governing equation. A 71 

line sink with a variable strength distribution may represent each arbitrarily oriented well screen, 72 

which can realistically and efficiently emulate the non-uniform flow behavior in the vicinity of a 73 

long well screen (e.g., Luther and Haitjema 1999; Steward and Jin 2003); no horizontal or 74 

vertical grid discretization is typically required. AEM-based models therefore have been widely 75 

developed for the simulation of 2-D and 3-D flow toward vertical well (Bakker 2010; Luther and 76 

Haitjema 1999), horizontal well (Bakker and Strack 2003; Haitjema et al. 2010; Steward and Jin 77 

2003) and  radial collector wells (Luther and Haitjema 2000; Patel et al. 2010) in aquifers with 78 

homogeneous properties. Furthermore, analytical models including AEM can provide fast, 79 

precise and continuous particle tracking solutions of flow paths and transit time toward 80 

arbitrarily oriented pumping wells (Basu et al. 2012; Haitjema 1995; Zhou and Haitjema 2012). 81 

However, in analytical flow and particle tracking models, the surface water geometry and 82 

groundwater-surface water interaction are typically simplified. Indeed, these models cannot 83 

properly emulate 1) irregular geometry and variable material property (e.g., layer stratification) 84 

of the aquifer and surface water bodies and 2) complex 3D flow and particle movement among 85 

groundwater, radial collector well and surface water.  86 

Grid-free semi-analytical methods, which benefit from the strength of both analytical and 87 

numerical schemes, can alternatively be used to address challenging groundwater-surface water 88 

interaction problems with or without pumping wells. For example,  Ameli and Craig (2014) and 89 

Ameli et al. (2013) have relaxed the constraints of traditional Series Solutions analytical method 90 

by enhancing this scheme with a simple numerical least square algorithm. The resulting semi-91 
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analytical free boundary groundwater-surface water interaction models have recently been used 92 

and tested to simulate 2-D and 3-D saturated-unsaturated flow in geometrically complex multi-93 

layer unconfined aquifers with various patterns of vertical heterogeneity (Ameli et al. 2016a; 94 

Ameli et al. 2016b). These approaches have also been extended to explore the hydrological 95 

controls on subsurface transit time distribution (Ameli et al. 2016a), subsurface transport of 96 

sorbing contaminants (Ameli 2016) and weathering evolution in the critical zones (Ameli et al. 97 

2017). In addition to naturally complex aquifer geometry and stratification, and free boundary 98 

conditions applied at water table surface, the geometry and properties of surface water bodies 99 

(e.g., lake, river and seepage faces) are appropriately handled in these semi-analytical series 100 

solution models. 101 

 Here we combine the benefits of AEM and the series solution method to develop a 102 

general new groundwater-surface water interaction model in the vicinity of radial collector wells. 103 

Based on superposition, the free boundary series solution model developed by Ameli and Craig 104 

(2014) for 3-D groundwater-surface water interaction is augmented with a set of analytic 105 

elements (line sinks) used to represent a radial collector well. The coupled Series-AEM model is 106 

able to provide a “continuous” map of velocity and dispersion tensors in the entire domain which 107 

facilitates an efficient simulation of advective-dispersive transport through implementation of a 108 

continuous non-uniform RWPT scheme. Our integrated flow and transport scheme 1) exactly 109 

satisfies the governing equations of saturated flow, 2) precisely meets boundary conditions and 110 

3) continuously tracks particles all the way from water table to surface water and to a radial 111 

collector well without discretization artifacts.  112 

By applying our new integrated flow and transport model presented here to two 113 

hypothetical situations we demonstrate that it can be a robust tool for simulating complex 114 
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interaction between radial collector wells, groundwater, the water table and surface water bodies, 115 

including rivers and lakes.  The model can determine subsurface flow pathline distribution, 116 

source zone extent and the percentage of well water captured from different sources. Potential 117 

uses of the model include determining wellhead protection areas and designing contaminant 118 

remediation approaches such as river bank filtration or pump and treat systems.  119 

METHOD  120 

FLOW SOLUTION 121 

Figure 1 shows the general layout of a 3-D stratified geometrically complex unconfined 122 

aquifer in the presence of a radial collector well and a surface water body. The steady-state 123 

problem is posed in terms of a discharge potential,    [     ], defined as 124 

 125 
                           (1) 126 

where           [L] and    [L/T] are the total hydraulic head and saturated hydraulic 127 

conductivity in the m
th

 layer, respectively. Using continuity of mass and Darcy’s law, each 128 

layer’s discharge potential function must satisfy the Laplace equation implying homogeneity and 129 

isotropy assumptions in each layer: 130 

 131 

    

     
    

     
    

                      (2) 132 

Both the series solutions and AEM models can satisfy the linear 3-D Laplace equation (Equation 133 

2) (Ameli and Craig 2014; Steward and Jin 2003). Therefore superposition theorem suggests that 134 

in each layer         of a stratified unconfined aquifer, a discharge potential function of 135 

the following form can satisfy equation 2: 136 
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            (3) 

The above equation is the general steady-state Series-AEM solution to groundwater-surface 137 

water interaction flow in the vicinity of a radial collector well where   
       (Equation A.1) is 138 

the 3-D series solution to steady-state groundwater-surface water interaction flow at m
th
 layer of 139 

an unconfined aquifer and   
    (Equation A.2) is the AEM solution representing the presence 140 

of radial collector well. The mathematical formulation of both series solution and AEM portions 141 

of the equation 3 as well as the implementation of boundary conditions, including free boundary 142 

condition along an initially unknown water table location, are explained in the Appendix A.  143 

TRANSPORT SOLUTION 144 

Derivatives of the discharge potential (equation 3) with respect to x, y and z provide a 145 

continuous field of Darcy fluxes in the x ((          ), y ((          ) and z ((          ) 146 

directions throughout the entire saturated zone. Continuous fields of mean pore water velocity 147 

(  
 ,   

  and   
 ) subsequently are obtained by dividing Darcy fluxes by porosity. These velocities 148 

can then be used in non-uniform Random Walk Particle Tracking (RWPT) scheme to track 149 

particles and determine their transit times toward surface water bodies and/or radial collector 150 

well as explained in Appendix D.  151 

MODEL EFFICIENCY 152 

This section describes an example used to demonstrate the numerical efficiency of the 153 

Series -AEM approach for simulation of the interactions between groundwater, a surface water 154 

body and a radial collector well in a geometrically complex 2-layer unconfined aquifer. In this 155 

example, the radial collector well is composed of 2 arms of the same length of         m and 156 
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diameter of 0.5 m located at an elevation of    =7 m, in close vicinity of a surface water body 157 

(figure 2). A predefined uniform head of     84.15 m is considered along the surface water 158 

body. The hydrological and hydrogeological parameters used are:   
          ,   

  159 

       , R (recharge infiltration rate) =10
-2

     and  Q (pumping rate) =10000   /d. 160 

FLOW SOLUTION 161 

   The flow solution and water table location (figure 2) were obtained using an iterative 162 

scheme to locate the water table surface (Equation A.8) and the least square method to minimize 163 

the errors in each iteration (Appendix B). The solutions were obtained using    = 192 and 164 

   = 102 control points per interface (the top of modeled domain and layer interface), and 165 

   = 180 control points along each radial arm (see Appendix B). A small number of series 166 

terms of J = N =30 (Equation A.1), and line segments of   =15 (Equation A.2) along each arm is 167 

used. To satisfy the no-flow condition along the four sides of the domain for the AEM portion of 168 

the solution an additional 17 image wells (as shown in figure A.1) are considered. An additional 169 

18 image wells are also situated below the flat bedrock to satisfy no-flow condition along bottom 170 

bedrock for the AEM portion of the solution (Equation A.4). A relaxation factor of   = 0.10  is 171 

also considered in the iteration scheme (Equation A.8).  172 

LEAST SQUARE ERROR  173 

As stated in the Appendix A, the series-AEM solution developed here satisfies the 174 

governing equation exactly. The no-flow condition along the bottom bedrock by the AEM 175 

portion of the solution was exactly satisfied using 18 additional image wells. The solution and 176 

the constraint on total inflow into the radial collector well (equation (A.6)) were met exactly. 177 

However, using least squares there are numerical errors in the implementation of boundary and 178 
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continuity conditions along the top surface, bottom surface (only series solution portion), layer 179 

interface and radial arms. The definition of least squares equations used to construct the system 180 

of equations, and the equations used to calculate the normalized numerical errors along each 181 

interface (i.e.   
    ,   

    ,   
    ,   

    ,     
    ,   

     ) are described in Appendix B and Appendix 182 

C, respectively. Figure 3a shows the largest normalized flux error (  
      across the water table 183 

surface occurs directly at the intersection of surface water and aquifer with a maximum of 3%. 184 

This error can be attributed to Gibbs phenomenon (Gibbs 1899) at the abrupt transition from 185 

Neumann to Dirichlet boundary conditions, where the exact solution is discontinuous. The mean 186 

absolute normalized flux error along this interface is 0.04%. At the remaining error evaluation 187 

points along the top interface which are in direct contact with the surface water body, the 188 

maximum normalized head error (  
    ) is on the order of 0.01% (not shown here). The 189 

normalized least square errors across the layer interface and bottom bedrock are explained in the 190 

caption of figure 3. The head uniformity condition along two radial arms is met with a maximum 191 

normalized head error of   
       0.01% (not shown here).  192 

GLOBAL MINIMUM OF THE LEAST SQUARE SCHEME 193 

In the original example, an initial water table elevation equal to Hr (water level stage at 194 

surface water body) was used within the iterative scheme; 60 iterations were required for the 195 

convergence of pressure head along water table to zero (Appendix A). In a separate analysis, to 196 

ensure that the solution is robust, seven different initial water table elevations (from z = 10 to z = 197 

70 m) were used; the water table surface for all seven cases converged to the original surface 198 

shown in Figure 2b, implying that the least square scheme calculated the global minimum of the 199 

system.  200 
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FLOW PATHLINE 201 

120 uniformly-spaced particle capture points located at 6 positions along the perimeter of each 202 

arm of the well are used to generate pathlines toward radial collector well using back tracking of 203 

each captured particle (only 40 pathlines are shown in figure 2a). These pathlines can also be 204 

used to approximate the percentage of well waters originating from the surface water body 205 

source (  ), by assigning a flow quantity to each pathline. This flow is equal to one sixth of the 206 

calculated strength of the line sink segment (  
   corresponding to the pathline termination 207 

location. From the subsurface pathlines in Figure 2a,    is estimated as 45%.RADIAL 208 

COLLECTOR WELL IN THE VICINITY OF ARIVER 209 

In the second example, we simulate flow, advective-dispersive particle movement and 210 

particle transit time between groundwater, a meandering river and a radial collector well in a 211 

homogenous unconfined aquifer with an average vertical thickness of 50 m. This example 212 

assesses the impacts of pumping rate and radial collector well location on the percentages of well 213 

water captured from different sources, source zone extent and the transit time distribution (TTD) 214 

of groundwater discharged into the radial collector well and the river.  The land surface 215 

topography used for this example (Figure 4) is taken from the Grand River watershed in southern 216 

Ontario. The aquifer is assumed to be homogeneous with          ,   =0.1cm (longitudinal 217 

dispersivity of the porous medium; Appendix D),   =0.001 cm (transverse dispersivity of the 218 

porous medium; Appendix D) and           . Along the river, a uniform surface water 219 

hydraulic gradient of 0.21 m/km is assumed with a minimum surface water elevation of 50.18 m 220 

at downriver (x =1200 m) and maximum head of 50.42 m at upriver (x=0) of the river.  221 
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All the solution parameters (e.g., J, N,   ) and the layout of image wells are the same as 222 

in the first example. The solution for this hypothetical example was obtained successfully, with 223 

least square errors along evaluation surfaces similar to those in the first example.   224 

SOURCE ZONE EXTENT 225 

Figures 4a and 4a′ show that with the same pumping rate of Q=5,000 m
3
/d, the source 226 

zone extent of the radial collector wells for the two configurations is significantly different; for 227 

configuration B (inside a bend of the river), the source zone extent is highly controlled by the 228 

river shape.  The depleted flux distribution also demonstrates that, for configuration B, higher 229 

fluxes of river water with a maximum of 0.09 m/d is depleted from a small part of the river while 230 

this maximum value for configuration A (beside a straight portion of the river) is 0.02 m/d. As 231 

can be expected the percentage of captured well water originated from river (Sr) for position B 232 

(70%) is considerably larger than configuration A (11%). For larger pumping rates, a similar 233 

behaviour between two configurations was observed. For Q=10,000 m
3
/d (Figures 4b and 4b′) 234 

the maximum depleted flux (induced by pumping) at the river bed is 0.18 m/d and 0.07 m/d, with 235 

Sr equal to 80% and 39% for pumping at configurations B and A, respectively. For Q=15,000 236 

m
3
/d (Figures 4c and 4c′) the water is depleted at the river bed with a maximum of 0.27 m/d and 237 

0.125 m/d, and Sr is equal to 80% and 45% for configurations B and A, respectively. Figure 4 238 

also suggests that by increasing the pumping rate the lateral source zone extent does not change 239 

for configuration B while for configuration A this area increases considerably. This can also be 240 

seen from the variation of (Sr) by increasing the pumping rate; while Sr for configuration A 241 

increases considerably (from 11% to 45%) when pumping rate is tripled (from Q=5,000 m
3
/d to 242 

Q=15,000 m
3
/d), Sr for configuration B increases only from 70% to 80%. As pumping rate 243 

increases from Q=10,000 m
3
/d to Q=15,000 m

3
/d, Sr for configuration B remains constant.  244 
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TRANSIT TIME DISTRIBUTION  245 

 Transit time (or groundwater age) of water particles (the elapsed time that particles spend 246 

traveling through subsurface; Appendix D) and transit time distribution (the probability density 247 

function of transit times; Appendix D) of water particles discharged into the river and/or radial 248 

collector are also influenced by pumping rate and the location of radial collector well.  249 

Figure 5a&a′  shows that for position A of the collector well, as pumping rate increases 250 

from 5000 to 15000 m
3
/d, the mean groundwater age and the proportion of early and late arrival 251 

waters discharged into the river considerably decreases. The Gamma shape parameter of the 252 

probability density function of transit times increases from 0.78 to 1.03 which implies a decrease 253 

in the age variability of water discharged into the river. For position B, however, as pumping rate 254 

increases the Gamma shape parameter only slightly increases from 0.78 to 0.84 with a smaller 255 

decrease in the percentages of early and late arrival of the water particles discharged into the 256 

river, and a smaller decrease in mean groundwater age of the water particles discharged into the 257 

river compered to position A.   258 

Figure 5b&b′ shows for position A of the radial collector well, the percentage of both 259 

early and late arrival waters (relative to mean groundwater age) captured by radial collector well 260 

increases smoothly as pumping rate increases from 5000 m
3
/d to 15000 m

3
/d. The ensemble of 261 

mean groundwater age from both groundwater and river sources discharged to the radial 262 

collector well decreases from 1585 to 847 days. For position B, again, the percentages of both 263 

early and late arrival waters (relative to mean groundwater age) captured by the radial collector 264 

well increases as pumping rates increases; however, here there is a sharper decay in early transit 265 

times compared to position A. This can be intimately tied to the small source zone extent of the 266 

radial collector well located in position B where a high percentages of water particles in the 267 
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vicinity of the radial collector well (relatively) rapidly captured by the well. The ensemble mean 268 

age of water particles captured by the pumping well is significantly younger for the radial 269 

collector well located at position B compared to position A.   270 

DISCUSSION: 271 

Results suggest that the semi-analytical series-AEM model developed here is able to 272 

precisely address 3-D steady flow and advective-dispersive transport between the radial collector 273 

well, regional groundwater and surface water body despite the complicating presence of a free 274 

boundary, infiltration and natural geometry and stratification. The groundwater governing 275 

equation was satisfied exactly, and boundary conditions were implemented within an acceptable 276 

range of error. This precise flow and transport scheme was then used to assess the impact of 277 

pumping well rate and placement on (1) groundwater transit time distributions discharged into 278 

the surface water body and captured by the well, (2) local source zone extent and (3) the 279 

percentage of well waters captured from different sources (groundwater or surface water). 280 

Results suggest that the impact of pumping well rate on the aforementioned measures depends 281 

mainly on the river shape in the vicinity of pumping well. 282 

The general flow and transport model developed in this paper has the ability to precisely 283 

discern the sources of the collector well waters and the percentage of captured well waters from a 284 

river (  ) and/or groundwater. In addition, the grid-free semi-analytical approach presented here 285 

can be easily used for various layouts, orientations (e.g., vertical), elevations and length of radial 286 

arms; thus it is potentially a useful tool for the engineering design of water remediation and 287 

groundwater protection systems.  288 
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Results show that increasing the pumping rate does not lead to the same consequences for 289 

radial collector wells located at different positions with respect to the river. When the well is 290 

surrounded by a meandering branch of the river (position B-Figure 4), increasing the pumping 291 

rate can only slightly increase the percentage sourced from river and the source zone extent, but 292 

significantly decreases the mean transit time of river water captured by the radial collector well 293 

(Figure 5b′). These findings are important for the design of River Bank Filtration (RBF) systems 294 

(radial collector wells installed in the vicinity of surface water bodies to withdraw naturally 295 

filtered surface water), where the effectiveness of a given radial collector well in a RBF system 296 

is assessed by the ability of the well to capture more river water than groundwater but with 297 

sufficient transit time so as to filter out undesirable constituents (Moore et al. 2012). Our results 298 

also show that when in the well is surrounded by a meandering branch of the river a high 299 

percentage of early arrival (relative to mean age) water particles captured by the well and this 300 

behaviour is enhanced as pumping rate increases (Figure 5b′). This together with significantly 301 

shorter mean groundwater ages (for all pumping rates) and smaller source zone extent of the well 302 

located at position B suggest that a high percentage of water particles “rapidly” captured from 303 

the vicinity of the radial collector well. For example, for the hypothetical well-river interaction 304 

example solved here, 95% of water particles are captured in almost two years by the radial 305 

collector well at position B when the pumping rate (Q) is 5000 m
3
/d but only 3% are captured by 306 

the well in position A. This suggests that more stringent protective policies are required in the 307 

vicinity of the pumping wells located in the inner section of the bend of meandering rivers (e.g., 308 

position B), as a high percentage of water and potential contaminant at the surface (both in 309 

surface water body and/or along land surface) is rapidly captured by the well leads to a short 310 

time to detect the potential groundwater concern. This finding can inform the protection practices 311 
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(e.g., Well Head Protection Area systems) required around pumping wells, which are used to 312 

supply municipal drinking water.  313 

CONCLUSIONS 314 

A general semi-analytical Series-AEM model for the simulation of 3-D flow and 315 

advective-dispersive transport between a radial collector well, groundwater and geometrically 316 

complex surface water bodies was developed and assessed. For two hypothetical examples 317 

studied here, this grid-free model precisely simulated 3-D groundwater-surface water interaction 318 

in the vicinity of radial collector wells; mass balance was satisfied exactly over the entire domain 319 

except along layer interfaces and boundaries where boundary and continuity conditions were met 320 

with an acceptable range of error. This precise semi-analytical groundwater-surfacewater 321 

interaction model showed that the impacts of pumping well rate on (1) the transit time 322 

distributions of water particles discharged into a river and an adjacent radial collector well, (2) 323 

the local well source zone extent and (3) the percentage of well waters captured from different 324 

sources, significantly depend on the river shape in the vicinity of the pumping well. The results 325 

demonstrate the value of the model in its practical application to problems of water remediation 326 

(e.g., River Bank Filtration system design) and groundwater protection (e.g., Well Head 327 

Protection Area determination).  328 
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 396 

Appendix A: Mathematical Formulation of Series - AEM solution  397 

  The 3-D series solution to steady-state groundwater flow governing equation (Equation 398 

2) at the m
th
 layer is obtained using the method of separation of variables (as was developed in 399 

Ameli and Craig 2014) as: 400 

   
                                 

               
               

   

   

   

   

 (A.1) 

    
  

  

     
  

  

        
  

  
  

  

  
                                   

In the above equation,   and   were obtained by applying no flow boundary conditions at four 401 

sides of the domain (Figure 1),  j and n represent the coefficient index while J and N are the 402 

order of approximation in the x and y direction, respectively (in total, N x J  series terms are 403 

used).    
 ,    

  are the unknown series coefficients associated with the m
th 

layer.  404 
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The AEM solution representing the radial collector well is calculated by superimposing 405 

the analytic solutions corresponding to all segments representing the collector well as: 406 

                
         

  

   

 (A.2) 

  
         is the discharge potential corresponding to i

th
 well segment in the global coordinate 407 

system and    is the number of line segment used to emulate the presence of radial collector 408 

well. Note that subscript w denotes well properties in the reminder of this paper. By integrating 409 

the potential for a set of point sinks along a line segment of a length of 2  , Steward and Jin 410 

(2003) developed a closed form expression representing the discharge potential in local 411 

coordinate of the segment. Here, in the global coordinate system of the model, the discharge 412 

potential correspond to i
th
 line segment located in x direction is defined as follows; 413 

   
          

  
 

  
  

      
     

 
      

  
 
      

  
 
 

 

 
      

     

      
     

 
      

  
 
      

  
 
 

 

 
      

     

 (A.3) 

Where   
   refers to the a priori unknown constant strength of i

th
 segment, and and    is the half 414 

of the segment length.   
 ,   

  and   
  refer to the center of i

th
 segment in the global coordinate 415 

system. The method of images (Figure A.1) is here employed to enable AEM part of the solution 416 

to satisfy no-flow conditions at the sides of the domain. Therefore equation A.2 is modified as  417 
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Where   
  

 refers to discharge potential correspond to the image of i
th

 segment and    is the 418 

number of image wells. Figure A.1 depicts the layout (plan view) of real and image wells, and 419 

the images of images wells used in this paper to fulfill the AEM portion of the no-flow condition 420 

at the sides of the domain. Note that the no-flow boundary conditions at the sides of the domain 421 

are only met exactly when the number of image wells at the four sides approaches infinity. In 422 

addition, to mimic no-flow condition at the bottom boundary by AEM portion of the solution, all 423 

real and image wells shown in figure A.1 should be placed symmetrically below the bottom 424 

bedrock interface as image wells.  Using the method of images, the strength associated with each 425 

image segment is identical to its real counterpart and only their locations are different. The no-426 

flow condition along the bottom boundary for the series portion of the solution is enforced at 427 

control points using a least square numerical scheme (Appendix B). 428 

 There are also other boundary conditions which should be applied along the radial 429 

collector wells and the boundaries of the computational domain to calculate the unknown 430 

coefficients of equations A.1 and A.3.  Steward and Jin (2003) have suggested that two boundary 431 

conditions must be satisfied along the entire well screen’s length. First, the a priori unknown 432 

head along the cylindrical face of the well (  ) must be uniform, which implies zero head loss 433 

along the well screens. This is applied by setting the head at a set of     control points (located 434 

along screens surface) equal to the head at a specified but arbitrary position   along this 435 

boundary. 436 

  
           

  

 
             

   

             
(A.5) 
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In equation (A.5),    is conditional upon the layer where each control point is located. The 437 

uniformity of head condition is met exactly when the number of line sink segments approaches 438 

infinity. For the second boundary condition at the collector well, the summation of unknown 439 

strengths of consecutive line sink segments along all arms is set equal to the pumping rate   440 

 

      
   

  

   

 

(A.6) 

The top of the modeled domain (Figure 1) is the surface defined as the water table surface 441 

           where the water table is lower than the land surface (recharge areas), and the land 442 

surface           at areas in direct contact with surface water body. The former is located using 443 

an iterative scheme, while the latter (land surface) is known a priori. The top of the modelled 444 

domain surface is subject to a specified infiltration rate (R) at recharge areas, and/or Dirichlet 445 

boundary conditions along surface water bodies (Figure 1). Continuity of flux and pressure head 446 

is required along each layer interface (        ). The readers are referred to Ameli and 447 

Craig (2014) for a detail discussion of the boundary and continuity conditions and iterative 448 

scheme used to locate the water table surface. 449 

  The 3-D semi-analytical Series-AEM solution for the interaction between groundwater, 450 

surface water bodies and a radial collector well (equation (3)) in each layer of a stratified 451 

unconfined aquifer is completed by identifying unknown coefficients of the series solution 452 

(   
     

  in equation (A.1)) and AEM terms (  
  in equation (A.3)). These coefficients are 453 

calculated using a constrained least squares numerical algorithm to satisfy boundary and 454 

continuity conditions at a set of control points. A set of    control points are located along the 455 

water table surface     
       where   is the iteration number), bottom boundary (         ) 456 
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and each layer interface (       ) to implement the aforementioned boundary and continuity 457 

conditions using least squares algorithm. Note that here NC is the product of NCx and NCy which 458 

are the number of uniformly spaced control points in x and y directions, respectively. The 459 

uniformity of head boundary condition along the radial screens is satisfied by applying equation 460 

A.5 at a set of NCw control points located along the screens surface. Initially, the water table 461 

surface,    
      , is assumed to be equal to the river or other surface water body stage,   , at all 462 

control points. At each iteration, the unknown coefficients for each guess of the water table 463 

surface are calculated by minimizing the total sum of squared boundary and continuity condition 464 

errors (at control points along the mentioned interfaces and well screen surfaces) that is 465 

constrained with equation A.6 such that the total inflow be equal to pumping rate Q at the radial 466 

collector well. The total sum of squared errors (TSSE) at each iteration is subdivided into the 467 

errors along mentioned evaluation curves: 468 

               
 
        +      (A.7) 

The subscript (t) refers to the sum of squares boundary condition errors along the modeled 469 

domain surface, subscript (m) refers to the sum of squares continuity errors along the layer 470 

interfaces, subscript (b) refers to the sum of squares boundary condition errors along the bedrock 471 

interface (series solution portion) and subscript (w) refers to the sum of squares error for the 472 

implementation of uniformity of head along radial collector well screens (equation A.5). The 473 

equations for sum of squares error along these evaluation curves are included in Appendix B. 474 

The unknown series solution and AEM coefficients for each iteration  (r), are calculated by 475 

minimizing equation A.7. Then, the 3-D Series-AEM expansion for discharge potential (equation 476 

3) is fully obtained; however the zero pressure head condition along the water table surface is 477 

still not obtained exactly due to the initially incorrect location of water table. Equation 3 provides 478 
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a hydraulic head distribution (  
           

         ) in each iteration and for each control point 479 

along the location of water table surface. Due to the zero pressure head condition along the water 480 

table, in each iteration and for each control point, the following equation may be used to update 481 

the water table location: 482 

   
       

 +    
           

       
   (A.8) 

where   is an under-relaxation factor which is always between 0 and 1. The location of water 483 

table is updated in this iterative scheme until the Series-AEM solution converges and 484 

  
           

       
 , which represents the error in zero pressure head condition along the 485 

water table, approaches zero. 486 

Appendix B: Sum of Squares error equations 487 

The component of the total sum of squares error (equation (A.7)) i.e. sum of squares errors along 488 

the evaluation surfaces are as follows: 489 

       
    

  
          

            
 

   
   
   

    
                    

   
    

 

   
   
   

                   (B.1) 490 

Where SSEt refers to the sum of squares error at NC control points in imposing the recharge 491 

infiltration flux (R) along the a priori unknown location of the phreatic surface (Zwt) and constant 492 

head (  ) at areas in direct contact with surface water body. In addition,   is the set of 493 

coordinate indices for control points in direct contact with the surface water body and   is the 494 

coordinate normal to the phreatic surface.   495 
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       for m=2    M   (B.2) 498 

       
   

  
                     

 

 
   
        (B.3) 499 

SSEm refers to the sum of squares error at NC control points in applying continuity of flux and 500 

head across the layer interfaces, and SSEb refers to the sum of squares error at NC control points 501 

located along the bottom boundary used to impose no-flow condition (series solution portion). 502 

Again,   is the coordinate normal to the layer interfaces or bottom boundary.  503 

       
             

   

 
  

           

  
  

 

 
 

   
           (B.4) 504 

SSEw refers to the sum of squares error at NCw control points located along the radial collector 505 

well screens to impose uniformity of head condition (equations A.5). 506 

Appendix C: Boundary and Continuity Errors  507 

The application of least squares algorithm (which minimizes the errors in the 508 

implementation of boundary or continuity conditions at the control points) is subject to 509 

numerical error. To assess if the developed least squares solution is able to accurately implement 510 

boundary or continuity conditions throughout the computational domain, we calculate the 511 

normalized error along the evaluation surfaces at points located halfway between the control 512 

points which are initially used to construct the constrained least squares solution as follows: 513 
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               for m =2,…, M   (C.1) 514 

  
    

 
      

  
      

  
  

  
      

  
 

  
                 for m =2,…, M    (C.2) 515 

where   
     and   

     refer to normalized continuity of head and flux error across the layer 516 

interfaces. 517 
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here   
     and      

     are normalized flux error along the water table surface and bottom bedrock 521 

surface, respectively.   
    

 
 also refers to normalized head error along the land surface at areas in 522 

direct contact with surface water body.   523 

  
      

 
      

  
      

  
  

  
    

    
  

  
 

  
         (C.6) 524 

  
      is the normalized uniformity of the head errors along well screens. In the above equations, 525 

max (flux) and min (flux) [LT
-1

] refer to the minimum and maximum flux across the top surface 526 

and    is the water stage of the surface water body or river. The (-) and (+) signs refer to the top 527 

and bottom of each interface, respectively. The subscript ( ) refers to the reference point at the 528 
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well screens where uniformity of head along the screens is assessed with respect to the head at 529 

this point.  530 

Appendix D: Non-uniform Random Walk Particle Tracking  531 

Similar to Delay and Bodin (2001) and Salamon et al. (2006) the non-uniform random 532 

walk step of a particle is then given by : 533 
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where            
      

      
 
  &          

   &          
   537 

   and    [L
2
T

-1
] are longitudinal and transverse hydrodynamic dispersion coefficients, and    538 

and    [L] are longitudinal and transverse dispersivities of the porous medium, respectively. 539 

   and     are random numbers drawn from normal distributions with zero mean and unit 540 

variance for each particle and each time step (  ). The asterisk denotes the correction of the 541 

implementation of non-uniformity in flow within the RWPT method. The corrected velocities 542 

(  
 ,   

 ,   
 )  are: 543 
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where   
 ,   

  and   
  are mean pore water velocities in x, y and z directions calculated using 547 

Series-AEM solution. In the above equations the tensor of dispersion is given by: 548 
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  (D.2i) 554 

where                    555 

The particle tracking scheme used to generate pathlines can also estimate transit time or 556 

groundwater age corresponding to each pathline and transit time distribution (TTD) of water 557 

discharged into the river and captured by the radial collector well. The simulated TTDs are the 558 

probability density function of the transit time (age) of discharging particles into the river and 559 

well. These age distributions are here fitted with a Gamma probability density function as a 560 

function of the transit time ( ): 561 

ƿ( ) = 
  

 

  
    

      
 

   
 

  
 
    (D.3) 562 

where    is the mean groundwater age of the discharged water into the river or radial collector 563 

well, a is the Gamma shape parameter and       is the Gamma function. As the Gamma shape 564 

parameter decreases, the age variability of water captured in the river (or well) increases.  565 
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FIGURE 1:  566 

 567 

Figure 1. Layout of the general 3-D problem. The domain has a length of Lx and Ly in x and y directions, and is 568 
subdivided into M layers each with hydraulic conductivity of Km. Layers, indexed downward from 1 to M, are bounded by 569 
the         above and           below. No-flow boundary condition is applied along the bottom bedrock            (at 570 
z = 0) and sides of the aquifer (x = 0 & x = Lx &  y = 0 & y = Ly) . The free boundary water table surface (a priori 571 
unknown interface),         , is defined as the surface with zero pressure head calculated using an iterative scheme 572 
(Equation A.8). The predefined constant infiltration flux (R) is applied along the          at each iteration. The 573 
predefined constant head boundary condition equals to the water level stage (    at surface water body (S) is also applied 574 
along the predefined location of surface water bodies (e.g., lake, river). Radial horizontal arms of the same length of     575 
are located at the elevation of    . The predefined pumping rate of Q is applied at the location of radial collector well 576 
using AEM method. The uniform head of the radial collector well (Hw) is calculated as the part of the solution.  577 

 578 

 579 

 580 
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 586 

 587 

 588 

 589 

 590 

 591 
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FIGURE 2: 592 

.  593 

  594 

Figure 2. Series-AEM solution of surface water and groundwater flow toward radial collector well in a 2-Layer 595 
unconfined aquifer after 60 iterations. a) Layout of 3D flow pathlines move toward collector well originated from surface 596 
water body and groundwater. Light grey and dark grey (at the middle) surfaces depict the converged water table and the 597 
layer interface, respectively. b) Plan view of contours of converged water table surface. Angled line shows the location of 598 
the radial collector well. 599 

 600 

 601 
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FIGURE 3: 602 

 603 

Figure 3. Normalized error in boundary and continuity conditions along the water table, bottom bedrock and layer 604 
interfaces. a) Contours of normalized flux error along the water table surface (Equation C.3 ) with a maximum of 3%.. b) 605 
contours of normalized continuity of flux error along the layer interface (Equation C.1) with a maximum of 0.04%.  c) 606 
contours of normalized continuity of head error along the layer interface (Equation C.2) with a maximum of 10

-3
%. d) 607 

contours of normalized flux error along the bottom bedrock (Equation C.4) (only series solution portion since the AEM 608 
portion exactly satisfies the no-flow condition across the bottom bedrock) with a maximum of 0.04%.  609 

 610 

 611 

 612 
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FIGURE 4: 613 

 614 
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Figure 4. Layout of  the topographic surface  (top panel) and the plan view of subsurface flow pathlines in the vicinity of 615 
two radial collector well configurations (bottom panel).  Right and left parts of each figure refer to the radial collector 616 
wells located in configurations A and B, respectively. Colored lines are pathlines toward radial collector wells originating 617 
from river and groundwater. The color scales depict the flux distribution (m/d) across the river bed. a&a′) Q=5000 m

3
/d, 618 

b&b′) Q=10000 m
3
/d and c&c′) Q=15000 m

3
/d.  Two different configurations, A (x=400, y=500) and B (x=1030, y=350) are 619 

considered for the caisson of the radial collector well, which consists of two arms (in x+ and y+ directions) with a length of 620 
         , diameter of 0.50 m  and an elevation of        . The grey lines are contours of topographic surface 621 
elevations. The vertical thickness of the domain is on average 50 m. Configuration B is located in the inner section of a 622 
bend while configuration A is further away from the bending branches of the river with an arm parallel and the other 623 
arm perpendicular to the neighboring straight branch of the river.  624 
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 646 

FIGURE 5: 647 

 648 

Figure 5. Effect of pumping rates Qw [m
3
/d] on the probability density function of transit times (TTD; Equation D.3) and 649 

mean age    [d] of (top panel) the groundwater discharged into the river and (bottom panel) groundwater discharged into 650 
the radial collector well. a & b ). For position A of the radial collector well and a′ & b′) for position B of the radial 651 
collector well. Positions A and B of the collector well were shown in figure 4. To calculate the transit times of the water 652 
particles discharged into the river (top panel), a back tracking scheme from 440 uniformly spaced particle release points 653 
(located along the river) toward the phreatic surface was used for all cases. To calculate the transit times of the water 654 
particles discharged into the radial collector well (bottom panel), a back tracking scheme from 120 uniformly spaced 655 
particle release points located along the radial collector well screens was used for all cases. In the bottom panel, the TTDs 656 
are dimensionless TTD which were normalized with respect to mean groundwater age (  ), and denote the ensemble of 657 
particle transit times from both groundwater and river sources discharged into the radial collector well. 658 

 659 

 660 

 661 
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Figure A.1 662 

 663 

Figure A.1. Plan view of image wells method used to emulate no-flow boundary (AEM portion) of the sides of the domain. 664 
Dashed angled-shape lines represent the original radial collector well which includes two arms while continuous angled-665 
shape lines refer to the images and the images of images radial collector well. 666 

 667 
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